




Originally hailing from Halifax, Nova Scoa James Ervin is a 
film composer and mul-instrumentalist based out of Toronto,
Canada. Taking pride in every note he writes, James 
strives to create rich and unique music, full of  emoonal 
support for each and every project. When not in the studio 
working on music for films, James can be seen performing 
aaround the world with the 2016 Juno winning Walk Off The Earth. 

Dave is an accomplished creave and corporate media producer. His first 
project was the acclaimed student film Lurker, which lead him to co-found 
Riverlife Producons in 2008 and he has never looked back.His work has gained him considerable
respect in the community, and has lead to him becoming a Queen Elizabeth 
II Diamond Jubilee award recipient in 2012. The leadership and project 
management skills he has developed have enabled him to produce 
ppowerful short films and music videos. His video Where Would I Be has
been featured in publicaons like Urbanology Magazine. He has also 
produced for broadcast, such as his bravoFACT funded short film Cancer 
Can’t Dance Like This: One Day at a Time for bravo in 2010 and One in 
Eleven for Much Music in 2012. More recently, Dave produced the short 
film All for Davey and the Ontario Arts Council funded short film Interview
which ijust finished the fesval circuit. 

Ryan is an up-and-coming filmmaker that excels as a screenwriter,
director, and producer. Aer receiving high praise for his thesis film, 
Lurker, Ryan co-founded Riverlife Producons with a desire to focus
on strong character driven narraves. He has directed the bravoFACT
funded short film One Day at a Time, based on the award winning 
Canadian play Cancer Can’t Dance Like This, and several music videos.
His pHis previous short Interview, a dramac short about race, power, and
 the importance of choosing your words carefully, was funded by the
 Ontario Arts Council and played in several fesvals. His most recent
 project, Cancel the F---ing Internet, is a hilarious short about privacy
 and the universal struggle of dealing with the cable/internet
companies. Ryan is currently wring his first feature.   



Jennifer is an award winning producer (Cancer Can’t Dance Like This – 2011
Canadian Comedy Award) and an actor in TV, Film, Voice and Theatre. Selected
acng credits for film, television and theatre: Watch Dogs 2 (Ubiso); 12 
Monkeys (Syfy); Mr. D (CBC); Mayday (Cineflix); The Amazing Gayl Pile (LaRue
Ent); The Dishes (You & Me Ent./LaRue Ent); Trashy Affair (BizMedia); Kill 
(Troma Films); If a Tree Falls (Black Fawn Distribuon/High Flier Films); The
AnAnger in Ernest and Ernesne (You and Me Ent..); Crack in the Ceiling (pivotal
(arts)*2009 Best Performance at The Toronto FringeFesval); Mayham and 
the Naked Knee (Theatre Columbus). You can hear Jennifer’s unique voice on 
adversements across the country. Most recently Jennifer directed a new 
comedy web series Calm Down Paul, which she created with Daniel Stolfi. 

Jennifer was born and raised in the city of Toronto and is a graduate of the
theatre program at the University of Guelph.

As a Comedian and Entrepreneur, Amish loves wring, producing and
performing comedy. He's put on live shows for thousands of people and has
YouTube videos that have garnered hundreds of thousands of hits and a
loyal online following. His comedy has gained him the aenon of local
media like NOW Magazine, naonal coverage on the CBC and funding
to shoot an original sketch comedy show for Rogers Television. 

AmishAmish’s original comedy show was recently chosen out of thousands to
pitch at the Just for Laughs fesval in Montreal and was green-lit by Kevin
Hart for the LOL Network. Amish is pumped to write, produce and perform
this show while connuing to do stand-up comedy and produce original
videos for his online following.  Check out his original videos at: 
Facebook.com/FadeToBrown and YouTube.com/AmishUnleashed. 

Daniel Stolfi is an Actor, Writer and Canadian Comedy Award Winning
Comedian known for his work in the one-person show, "Cancer Can't 
Dance Like This". Daniel is a Graduate of the University of Guelph
Theatre Program, The Second City Conservatory Program and has
studied comedy in New York City with the Upright Cizens Brigade. 
Some of Daniel’s comedy credits include:  The Anger in Ernest &
ErneErnesne, I Marn Short Goes Home (SCTV), The Dishes (You and Me
Ent), Mr. D  (CBC), The Amazing Gayl Pile (NBC SeeSo) and most
recently, his newest solo show, Finding Funny, which he performed
at The 2016 Toronto Fringe Fesval. Daniel can also be seen on the
TV Dramas, Suits (USA Network) and most recently Orphan Black
(BBC America).   
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A �lmmaker may choose to use the short �lm style for a variety of reasons. Short �lm can be poignant and emotional, or shocking and absurd. It can drive home a message

succinctly and powerfully, or leave us with a few minutes of gorgeous imagery. In the past, we’ve even discussed how short �lm can aid in the discovery of new talent.

However, upon watching a selection of short �lms from this year’s Canadian Film Festival, I was reminded of another strength of this form: its ability to make us laugh. The

short �lm lends itself to the delivery of dark humour, through both its unique form as well as its particular techniques. This year, many of the shorts achieved their humour

through a particular strategy: depicting everyday situations, but with a twist of the extreme.

My favourite short �lm at the festival and the one that best exempli�es this idea is Cancel the Fucking Internet from director Ryan

Kayet. The premise is one to which we can all relate: a frustrated husband tries to cancel his internet service. Things start familiarly

enough: he is put on endless hold, transferred to multiple different departments, and offered countless services to entice him to stay.

Things take a turn for the worst and wacky, however, when his service provider begins to blackmail him with his search history

records.

This tale works perfectly in the short �lm style, and the techniques used re�ect the plot. The pace moves from brief tedious moments

of still shots and languorous, bumbling music—when our husband is on hold, at the start of the short—to zippy scenes featuring

frantic dialogue and quick cuts, when he �nally gets through to a human on the other end. Because there is a limited timeframe in

which to tell a whole story, small touches—such as the wife’s “Size Matters” mug from which she drinks tea while reading Stephen

King’s Misery—reveal a lot about the characters, and quickly; we don’t have time to think much about it, but our subconsciouses

register these little items and make judgements accordingly.

The �lm is shot in a re�ective manner that places the viewer in the scenes, and reminds them of similar experiences. When the �lm

eventually goes off the rails, the humour is twofold, because a viewer can’t help but wonder how they might react in a similar

situation. We spend fourteen minutes experiencing an everyday, mundane happenstance, and the fact that it becomes ridiculous and

yet we can still relate says a lot about just how real the �lm truly is at its core, and is done to hilarious effect.
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